NextLevel Galerie Paris is pleased to present the Spanish designer Tomás Alonso’s solo show, entitled
Variations on a tube, from october 22th to December 24th, 2009.

Press release
/ Design appears richer if one first reads its questions (rather than expecting any unequivocal answers).
The dimension of Tomas Alonso's work can be understood like different writings of that question mark. There
will be as many answers as variations of interpretations of the models. They are sometimes paradoxical. One
should always inclined to believe that freedom is a friend of contradiction.
The tube turns around its subject like a tortured trombone. It never really seems to reach it while physically
supporting it (design loves structure). Furthermore it remains whole, as if it tried, in this way also, to mark its
distinction.The tube is everywhere parts of a single whole without welding, assembling, nor breakages, except
a series of bends. A knot on its way to being freed.
Skeletal next to the sheer volume it accompanies (the body of the furniture, or the domestic interior) the tube
is transplanted. First of all, it is a historical prosthesis. Along the path that follows the sinuous line of the tube
(stepping from Weimar to Milan), the tube rid itself of its old fashioned implications, no longer associated with
plumbing or bicycle tires. Once obscene for the bourgeois outside its modest functions, the tube is still full of
promises of modernity.
On this map (here temporal rather than spatial) the tube draws arteries and roads whose coloured gradations
no longer designate hierarchies. This design would play on the ideology of a highway ‐ the fastest way to get
from point A to point B ‐ to propose a spectrum of different routes, favouring a journey over speed.
The tubes are just as many detours (design maintains an adulterous relation with the detour, but an
essential one.)
Text by Pierre Doze

/ Tomás Alonso was born in Vigo (Spain) in 1974 and currently lives and works in London.
He has been studying and working in the USA, Italy and Australia before moving to London to
complete a MA at the Royal College of Art (RCA).
In 2006, he co‐founded the design collective OKAYstudio with 5 other recent graduates from the
RCA. His work has been widely published and exhibited, from the Victoria & Albert Museum, Aram gallery or
Whitechapel Gallery in London to exhibitions in Italy, Spain, Canada, Japan... He has been recently
included in the permanent collection of the Design Museum in London.
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